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Adobe Dreamweaver CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn Dreamweaver CS6 at your own speed with this complete training package


	Dreamweaver is the industry standard software for professional website design, with more than 90 percent of the market. In this book-and-DVD package, expert instructors provide a complete course in basic Dreamweaver that you can access at your own...
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Bootstrap for RailsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A quick-start guide to developing beautiful web applications with the Bootstrap toolkit and Rails framework


	About This Book

	
		Enhance your applications with Bootstrap modals and carousels
	
		Explore the usage of advanced Bootstrap components and plugins in Rails through various examples

...
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Learning ModernizrPackt Publishing, 2012

	Modern web browsers support a whole range of new HTML5 and CSS3 features that make web development fun. But supporting old browsers can make a web developer's life difficult. With HTML5 Modernizr, you can check for features and deliver a design around them that is not only backward, but also forward compatible.


	"Learning...
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Programming with Data: A Guide to the S Language (Lecture Notes in Economics and)Springer, 2004

	Here is a thorough and authoritative guide to the latest version of the S language and its programming environment. Programming With Data describes a new and greatly extended version of S, written by the chief designer of the language itself. It is a guide to the complete programming process, starting from simple, interactive use, and continuing...
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Managing And Customizing Opencms 6 Websites: Java/jsp Xml Content ManagementPackt Publishing, 2006
OpenCms is an open-source enterprise-grade content management system based on Java and XML technology, and is designed specifically for creating and maintaining websites. It provides a full set of tools for dealing with content creation, editorial workflow, publishing, and versioning.

The focus of this book is on using and administrating...
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Creating Web Sites BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Build your business or personal Web site in a 2.0 world    

    

    If you want to build your own Web site in a 2.0 world, you've come to right place. From facing HTML without fear to adding new ?air with multimedia, interactivity, and blogging, this comprehensive guide provides you with everything you need....
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An essential update to the key web authoring standards of HTML, XHTML, and CSS


	The existence of Web pages depends on three vital technologies: HTML (base language that Web pages are written in), XHTML (standards that define how to write HTML pages), and CSS (standard that applies formatting styles to Web pages). This new edition...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011: Dashboards CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	This cookbook is full of practical and easily applicable recipes that will teach the user how to understand and unleash the full capabilities of the new dashboard features in Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011. Starting with basic tasks to build user confidence and general knowledge, the chapters provide insight with helpful tips and related...
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Game Development with Three.jsPackt Publishing, 2013

	With Three.js you can create sophisticated 3D games that run in the web browser. This book is aimed at both the professional game designer and the enthusiast with a step by step approach including lots of tips and examples.


	Overview

	
		Develop immersive 3D games that anyone can play on the Internet

...
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Creating Database Web Applications with PHP and ASP (Internet Series)Charles River, 2003
Creating Database Web Applications with PHP and ASP teaches beginning  and intermediate designers the fundamentals of creating complex Web  applications. By covering both open source (PHP/MySQL) and proprietary tools  (Microsoft ASP and Access), readers gain insight to the strengths and weaknesses  of each. In addition, they learn how...
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Building Flash Web Sites For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
So you want to be a Flash Web designer, but you can’t design Flash Web
sites in a flash? It all takes time. And it also requires a modicum of knowledge,
which is where this book comes in. If you’ve read other Flash how-to
books, you know that they cover the sundry topics like how to create really
cool animations with...
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Programming Firefox: Building Rich Internet Applications with XULO'Reilly, 2007
This is your guide to building Internet applications and user interfaces with the Mozilla component framework, which is best known for the Firefox web browser and Thunderbird email client. Programming Firefox demonstrates how to use the XML User Interface Language (XUL) with open source tools in the framework's Cross-Platform Component...
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